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PHOTO OF THE MONTH

FROM LAST MONTH
The Photo of the Month in issue 15
showed a line-up of Marconi
Instruments (MI) employees against an
external wall at the former Ballito site.
Since the firm had not taken over the
site until 1967 the assumption was
made the picture was from this date or
afterwards; yet hairstyles and clothes
suggested it was earlier.

COURTESY IAN TONKIN

The above dramatic picture requires a certain amount of
explanation, and it certainly isn’t recent! In the 1920s and thirties
the city was littered with vehicles which had suﬀered damage
that might have been down to the inexperience of drivers in pretest times, the manufacturing standards of the period, or nonstandard warnings along roadsides. All three might have
resulted in the sudden collapse of this vehicle close to the
Hatfield Road bridge near Clarence Park. Its damage is so
severe that it is diﬃcult to identify whether it is a van or
passenger vehicle, but it appears to have come into contact with
another vehicle ahead of it at the Lemsford/Beaconsfield
crossroads and is in danger of losing its roof.
One of Fleetville’s motor repair businesses has come to the aid
of the owner, the event no doubt testing the patience of vehicle
drivers waiting behind. Butler’s Garage was on the corner of
Hatfield Road and Cavendish Road (image below), now replaced
by homes.
The first house behind the Hatfield Road scene was at one time
used as the Muriel Green Nursery.
While we may understand the role of the mechanic behind
Butler’s repair van,
what thoughts
might be passing
through the mind
of the man,
extreme left, who
we presume had
no direct
connection with
the incident.

Tony Rudkin, a former MI employee,
reminds us, “The acquisition of the
Fleetville site by MI took place in 1967,
but long before that MI rented space in
the Ballito factory to allow them to
cope with the increased wartime
production requirements.” So we can
now place the published photo
legitimately much earlier.
Some Newsletter readers may not recall the
Ballito building at all; a structure first erected in
1897 for a printing works; then used for making
telescopes, and for 42 years it became a
hosiery mill.
Below is a Marconi Instruments advertisement
from its first peacetime year in St Albans.
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MUSIC IN OUR EARS part 1
Some of us will have a memory of the Salvation
Army’s (SA) national printing and musical
instrument works in Campfield Road, and during
the next two issues I’ll share with you some of the
lesser known facts of the SA musical support
services which did not launch in St Albans at all.
From its formal beginning in 1878 the Army grew
quickly and discovered that a number of services
were most economically provided for by in-house
companies. The headquarters was, and still is, in
Queen Victoria Street, London, and after one or
two short-term moves to other premises, SA
negotiated a lease on a newly constructed
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warehouse block on a former unassuming road known as
Wilderness Row, a westward extension of Old Street. The
new highway was a newly widened and straightened
Clerkenwell Road, which was bisected by Farringdon Station.
I had been aware the SA Trade Department’s home had been
along this road, but was unsure of surviving evidence of its
location after Printing and Musical Instruments had both
moved out to St Albans in 1901. British History Online
revealed the Music Department was replaced by the HQ of
Columbia Gramophone; a convenient link. Although surviving
COURTESY GOOGLE EARTH
the 1914-18 war part of the structure was demolished by
enemy action in April 1941, and its replacement is the centre building above left.
The total workforce of the musical instrument department in 1895 when the Clerkenwell Road building
first opened numbered sixteen; which was small for an organisation approaching national in size. No
wonder the search for new premises gathered pace, and a fine opportunity arose in 1901 when a failed
high-end printing works belonging to Orford Smith came on the market in St Albans. There was space
for expansion and was next to a railway.
Did it matter that it wasn’t within a mile of the SA headquarters? Clearly not, and being next to a
railway seemed to be more relevant. After all, instruments being made and repaired were despatched
and received wherever in the world there was an SA presence.
The original Orford Smith building put up by Miskins, had already been extended along the lane called
Campfields, and we discover that the organisation’s own General, William Booth, not only owned the
works he had just signed for, but the road itself and the land on the other side. So within a few years
the Metropolitan Electricity Works would have to negotiate with Booth for the right to build a generating
plant to supply electricity to the locality, which of course included the printing works!
The musical instrument section required less space than the printing department but was nevertheless
growing quickly. Apart from high quality band instruments there was a standard range of “own make”
instruments that could take a battering at open air meetings. We would think of brass, but part of local
band collections included drums, strings and keyboards, although some of these were bought in from
other suppliers. But there was
enough range to make a fair noise
in the workshops. The first 13
years at Campfields were hugely
successful for the department.
Continued next month.
Top: staff at 98 Clerkenwell Road.
Middle: today’s 98 to 102 Clerkenwell Road which replaced
the bombed building SA had at one time used.
Bottom: extended St Albans musical instrument building to
the left of the main printing works. Metropolitan Electricity
Works lower right. The winding Camp Hill is lower left.
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FEATURE STREET: CAMP HILL
In Newsletter 15 (May 2021) our featured street was
Camp Road. To be more precise it was the part of
the road from the turnpike toll at Hatfield Road (site
of today’s Chilli Raj and called Camp Lane until the
1880s) downhill to where in historic times a stream
had trickled from Campfield to the Dell to join the
river Ver.
Now the lane changes name to Camp Hill – although
a street plate was never made for this and the word
Camp was probably unknown before the 1700s. But
it definitely WAS a
hill; quite a steep COURTESY HALS
one in fact. There was also a separate path which led almost directly
to Cunnyehame (Cunningham) Farm. The cart track or lane was rather
wider. There was even a layby on the downhill side to allow a cart to
wait for a horse pulling a cart up the hill.
Naturally the most frequently asked question is why this district is
COURTESY HALS
called Camp. If the answer is anywhere it will be at the top of the hill.
In Kip’s 1610 map there is no name, but Dury & Andrews 1766 map identifies a single building, named
Camp House, at the top of the hill opposite the lane to Cunningham and Cell Barnes.
So what might have happened between those dates to attract a building to the spot? For many
centuries periodic local militias were raised before the days of a national army. From the 18th century the
Crown required a standing militia to be retained in training in each district, and for which Militia Lists
were maintained. It is known that Earl Verulam authorised the slopes near Cunningham for this purpose.
Today this includes the Cunningham open space. The house mentioned above may already have been
here as, for example, a farm worker’s cottage, or it might have become an opportunity taken in which
supplies, food and drink could be dispensed whenever camps were in session. What is certain is that the
naming of Centurian Court, halfway up the hill does not infer The Camp is of Roman origin. The most
recent time a camp was in use was in 1914 and 1915.
By the 1820s Camp Hill, though still not map named, was a small community of some ten dwellings
arranged along the north side. Some occupants may still have had connections with militias but as many
will have agricultural connections, a convenient location for labourers’ cottages instead of barn
occupation around the farm itself.
By the turn of the 20th century home working and even small businesses had developed, and also
employees of factories and workshops on the east side of St Albans. Camp House, may have become a
convenient beer house, though possibly not part of the same structure. The ambiguously named Old
Camp Beer House lasted until around 1914 and was replaced by a new one, now also gone, further
along the road at Roland Street.
Of course, the Hill’s largest business used to be the St Albans Rubber Works, but after that moved out, it
became more populated on the south side by Dexter Close, and on the north side the open steep and
wooded approach to the hill in front of the electricity works had been fully developed. Today, with the
bakery gone there are even more residences.
Next month we can walk our way from the tree
on the hill – formerly Oakley’s dairy, more
recently the blue warehouse and now Orchard
Care Home – to the hill’s further end, Hill End,
naturally. It’s a long road!

Top right: 1766 map shows Camp House.
Top left: 1875 map. There is a name!
Right: Early 20th century along the lane at the top of the hill. The
children would have been some of the earliest attending Camp School.
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BYPASS NURSERY
Many of us would not consider the Fleetville or
Camp districts to include the St Albans Bypass
(aka North Orbital Road); but without it Hatfield
Road would surely be very diﬀerent today, and it
certainly took much through traﬃc away from the
city’s eastern A414 and therefore the city centre.
Post First World War arterial roads and bypasses
were the government’s priority for infrastructure
Above: the two-way North Orbital road approaching the A1 in the distance; the
upgrades, and St Albans had its turn in the late
boiler house and greenhouses of Ryder’s Nursery; and the shrubs and saplings
1920s. The map shows a short section near its
softening the road margin.
Below: North Orbital Road when first completed on the left; A1 on the right with a
junction with the A1 (near today’s Roehyde
branch off on the right to College Lane and one of today’s University sites.
Interchange). If today we drive oﬀ the upper
roundabout and towards London Colney the
triangular plot of land on the left is used as a
Highways base, headquarters of road
cones! Until recent years there was a
remaining Ryders Avenue street plate
leading to a house still there.
When the bypass was being constructed
Samuel Ryder, seedsman and
headquartered in Holywell Hill (today’s
Clarion Collection Hotel), added the
nurseries on the bypass site, probably
purchasing it from the highway authority as
surplus land. Ryder opened his Floral Hall
(now Cafe Rouge) in 1931 and many of the
blooms grown on the nursery ground were
displayed in and sold from Floral Hall. So
COURTESY NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND
the nurseries were Ryders “workshop” to
his theatrical stage of glorious flowers.
LONG ROUTE TO THE PARK
In 1931 customers at the Hall were able to pick up
Considering the number of complaints both about the
a small brochure showing the new building,
deteriorating condition of the wooden steps from Clarence
designed by Percival Blow, and a picture to identify
Park to Hatfield Road bridge, or the extended period of
closure, there has been little or no appreciation of its
the location of the new nurseries. Unfortunately,
replacement. So, for the record, here is a photo of the new
the quality of a surviving copy (top right) is rather
vital park access which has the feel of a high line or tree top
poor, and no other pictures of the nurseries have
walk.
yet been discovered.
The carriageway in the picture is the original
southern one, but you can see from the map how
much land was reserved for later widening. It
appears the boundary shrubbery was planted with
a rich assortment of bushes, probably by Samuel
Ryder’s nursery employees. When closed in the
1950s there was a proposal for an American-styled
Drive-In Cinema instead. What we got was the
highways site!
The A1 became A1(M), the bypass got its second
carriageway and a not-too-distant M25 staggered
into life. Meanwhile, Hatfield Road remains much
as it always was, at least since that Turnpike!
Ideas, comments, pictures – anything – contact Mike on mikeneighbour@mac.com
The FD website is www.fleetvillediaries.org
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